
(Musicians* Sid Gould
Brian Evans
Albert Mueller)

* As originally listed in a Cinema Papers production survey.

In the April/June 1978 edition of Cinema Papers, and in other press reports of the time, 
the music is credited to Michael Carlos, who had also worked with director Safran on 
Storm Boy.

In his review of the film in Cinema Papers, April-June 1978, Basil Gilbert wrote about the 
music:

The music for Listen to the Lion was written and played by Canadian Michael Carlos, who 
also composed the music for Storm Boy.
The mood of the film and its title had originally derived from a track from St Domnic's 
Preview by American-Irish composer, Van Morrison, but copyright problems, and the 
insistence by the American Musicians Union on the use of American musicians to perform 
the music, prevented it being used. Little seems to have been lost, for Carlos' abstract 
themes and use of the electronic synthesizer give the film a soundtrack which is 
particularly effective in the more dramatic moments.
Composer Michael Carlos began a working relationship with South Australian Film 
Corporation producers when he worked with Patrick Flynn on the arranging and musical 
direction of the score for Sunday Too Far Away. After Storm Boy, he would do another 
adaptation of a Colin Thiele novel, Blue Fin, as well as the SAFC financed biopic of 
swimmer Dawn Fraser, Dawn! 

It's highly likely that director Safran, after encountering Carlos on Stormboy , decided to 
work with him after running into difficulties with his original plans for Listen to the Lion. 

He would go on to do other feature films such as Long Weekend and The Odd Angry 
Shot. He had been associate music director on Harry M. Miller's first production of Jesus 
Christ Superstar, and came to Australia from Japan in 1967 to form the rock group Tully.

(Below: Michael Carlos at the time of Blue Fin)




